Indonesia

**GOVERNMENT POLICY STATUS**

- Coverage on 2nd level routes.
- 10 Goal for the end of 2019: All 1st level tunnels longer than 300m with DAB+ service.
- National mux only, regional
- Local DAB+ multiplexes also on air and provide additional coverage.
- Strategy document for transition to digital radio launched in Cork in August 2018 and provides additional coverage (5.25%).
- Population coverage of 17 Regular regional DAB+ multiplexes.
- Expected to reach 80% by end 2019.
- Population coverage of Regular national DAB multiplex.
- A small scale Trial DAB multiplex and DAB+ only station listening via any platform.
- Listeners of national radio is 100%.
- Simulcast listening via DAB+.
- Commitment of the industry; communication of DSO-date planned for Q3 2019.
- From January 2020 for most domestic receivers and July.
- Regulator will develop the draft regulations on Digital Sound Broadcasting in the current financial year (2019/20).
- All receivers will have to be DAB+ capable in 2020 as 21.3% coverage was recognised in 2018.
- National coverage with the governments committed to a digital radio future with DAB+ at its core.

**DIGITAL RADIO REACH**

- % NEW CARS W/DAB/DAB+.
- 13% of individuals have access to a DAB+ home receiver in their home, at work or in the car in the five major metropolitan areas, as of Q1 2019.
- As of Q2 2018, including sales starting from 2013.
- As of Q1 2019.
- Q4 2017, including pre 2008 sales.
- As of Q2 2018, including sales starting from 2013.

**DIGITAL RADIO MARKETING BODIES**

- Number of national stations on DAB/DAB+ vs FM.
- DAB/DAB+ household receiver penetration.

- 30% of people who listen to digital radio in a given week.
- 100%.
- The digital switchover completed for all national radio Dec 2017.
- DAB DIGITAL RADIO| EUROPE AND ASIA PACIFIC.
- Switzerland – dabplus.ch
- United Kingdom – getdigitalradio.com
- Denmark – mereradio.dk